
UUCM 
Open Positions as of November 2, 2014 

 

We have several volunteer position openings whose filling would be very beneficial to 
our congregation, if you are willing, or can think of anyone else that might be, please 
speak up. Please note that this is not an all-inclusive list of volunteer possibilities.  All of 
our committees would gladly welcome additional volunteers.  The listing below 
represents openings that the board has determined are the most important to fill.   

**Stewardship**: The tremendous energy & creativity of Sandra Gluck and Steve 
Webster have revitalized our stewardship committee, but two people cannot handle all 
of the work we need.  We would like at least one, maybe two people to join the 
committee and help them with their mission to aid us in strengthening our community by 
helping people to express themselves through gratitude, connection, and giving.  This is 
not a leadership position.  “I don’t want to ask people for money,” you say?  You will not!  
The new process will be a loving and connecting process that you will be proud to be a 
part of. 

**Ushers Needed**:  We need 3 or 4 new ushers, willing to pass the basket and 
count the money once or twice a quarter.  This is a very good choice of service for 
newer members.  Contact Nani Ranken. 

Building and Facilities Chair:  Our building is our congregation’s largest single asset.  
We enjoy our facility rent-free being the outright owners, but with building ownership 
comes regular maintenance and decisions regarding that maintenance.  There are 
several people who are contributing greatly to this effort already, but we are in need of a 
person willing to lead the effort.  This person would schedule meetings of the 
committee, and the committee together would triage requests and possible projects, 
deciding what we can do ourselves, and what we need to contract out, and what should 
be done soon versus postponed for another year.  It is not a requirement that the Chair 
do any actual hands-on work, and it doesn’t have to be a man -- just someone that 
cares about our building, can prioritize, lead meetings, and communicate effectively.  
This is a badly needed leadership position. 

Communications Assistant: Lisa Cohen plans to continue her work on the newsletter 
but can use relief from other communications responsibilities; specifically, uucmconnect 
& special announcements. Lisa will train you.  

Personnel Committee Chair: Phil Smith is ready to train his replacement.  Our 
congregation is an employer of staff, which generates certain human resources 
responsibilities.  If you can contribute in this area, it would be greatly appreciated. 

Nominating Committee:  A Nominating Committee should exist per our bylaws.  Their 
main function is to nominate the needed replacements for the outgoing Board Members, 
once per year.  This is not a great deal of work – maybe two or three meetings per year.  
Joyce Rhodes has volunteered to Chair a rejuvenated committee.  Would you join her in 



nominating our next leaders? We are not expecting this committee to perform any 
leadership development activities other than nominating the next board members. 

Adult Education Chair: Due to budget constraints, upon Linda Haumann’s departure, 
Adult Ed no longer was covered by RE. Our intern minister Irene did a great job last 
year, but we are deeply feeling their absence. If anyone has ideas & energy that can be 
applied toward Adult RE it could prevent a loss in what we are able to provide our 
congregants.  There are many people interested in helping and contributing, but we 
need a leader to schedule meetings and pull the effort together. 

Potluck Coordinator/One-time Responsibility:  Our congregation traditionally holds 
three “official” potlucks per year – the first at the in-gathering in September, the second 
following the Christmas Eve service, and the third is the year-end potluck in June.  
There are only two left this year – the next being at Christmas Eve.  Would you be 
willing to coordinate the Christmas Eve potluck?    The duties involved for the Christmas 
Eve potluck are determining and communicating what type of food people should bring, 
and recruiting volunteers to help set up and clean up. This is a one-time responsibility.  
You would not have any ongoing responsibility for potlucks. 


